VI
HOW THE BUTTONS CAME OFF

Late one Sunday night in Whitechapel, when I was about twelve or thirteen years of age, I was
walking home with the Founder when he led me for the first time in my life into a drinking saloon.
I have never forgotten the effect that the scene produced upon me. The place was crowded with
men, many of them bearing on their faces the marks of brutishness and vice, and with women
also, dishevelled and drunken, in some cases with tiny children in their arms. There in that
brilliantly lighted place, noxious with the fumes of drink and tobacco, and reeking with filth, my
father, holding me by the hand, met my inquiring gaze and said, ‘Willie, these are our people;
these are the people I want you to live for and bring to Christ.’ The impression never left me.
The Founder’s struggles in those early and formative years were not always with the outward and
visible. There were more subtle difficulties, questionings, uncertainties, hesitations, misgivings.
How could it be otherwise? The very foundations of his life were challenged. Many old cherished
things were already marked to pass away and many utterly undreamed-of things were to become
new. In the result, he gradually came down from the aloofness of a semi-ecclesiastical position
into that of a man who deemed all else of no account if by any means he might win some.
For a long time he shared many of the notions which prevailed in the then religious world with
regard to what may be called ecclesiastical precedence or order. He believed, for example, that
there was some superiority in the mere fact of being a minister, that the call and separation
involved in that life really did convey some special grace, that it necessarily set a man apart from
the people and put a hedge about him. He left Methodism of his own motion. It is quite true
that, from a certain standpoint, the Methodist authorities may be said to have ejected him, but
he never felt quite happy in putting it only in that way. They offered him a circuit, and with a
circuit, a home, and salary, with no small opportunity to work for the Kingdom of God. It is
scarcely the whole story to say that he was turned out! On the other hand, it is also true that
when he joined the Methodist New Connexion there was a distinct understanding with the
authorities of that time that he became one of their ministers for evangelistic work, in which he
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had already gained a great measure of success in various parts of the country. It was their
subsequent refusal of that work which brought about the rupture.
After he broke with the Conference he was immediately invited to visit various circuits as
Missioner, holding special services, and at once had a great measure of success, particularly in
Cornwall, in the Midlands, and in South Wales. Thereupon the ministers who had personally
agitated against his evangelism within the Church felt that the position would be ‘worse than
ever’ if he were allowed to roam about the country without any restraint. Accordingly they moved
their Conference — and with entire success — to close the pulpits against any travelling
evangelists who were not authorized by the Annual Conference. The same resolution which
closed their doors against William Booth closed them also to James Caughey, and to Dr. And
Mrs. Palmer, who had been instrumental at that time in strengthening many of the Nonconformist
Churches in the United Kingdom. No doubt, some of the opposition which developed in the
long run against the Booths was originally due to a prejudice against ‘foreigners,’ the Evangelists
just mentioned having come from the United States. The very strong, not to say bitter, feeling
then prevailing against the ministry of women, had also to be reckoned with, for Catherine Booth
had shared in the Founder’s work.
For two years after the Churches were thus closed against him he wandered about the country
without a religious domicile. Towns in which he had been marvellously used could offer him
nothing except the personal hospitality of individuals, which was not what he was seeking. Those
two years were probably the darkest in his whole life, at least from the time of his ordination
onwards. Small buildings only were available for his services — he who had been accustomed to
great congregations; and the results were, I am afraid, correspondingly disappointing. Financially
also they were years of very great embarrassment, rendered the more so, no doubt, by his
independence and his delicacy about accepting gifts. Many of his letters during this period
illustrate the acute personal conflicts through which he passed. Mrs. Booth was living meanwhile
with four children in a little house in Yorkshire — her husband wandering about the country,
separated from her sometimes for months at a time.
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Yet this period, dark and perplexing as it was, was a period in which, I consider, he was being
most marvellously fitted for the work which, unknown to him, was awaiting his hand in the East
End of London; nay, in the ‘East End’ of the world. If he had had to come down straight from
those crowded buildings, with a thousand or fifteen hundred people night after night, with
influential ministers and leading men of all parties on his platforms, and streams of penitents just
below them — if he had had to come down from all that immediately to the cold and tumbledown tent or the little barren skittle-ground of Whitechapel and the Mile-End Waste, and to
submit himself to the tender mercies of a London mob, the change might have been too much
even for his brave spirit. They were wilderness years, but they were years in which the reality of
his call was being proved in his own consciousness and his fibre stiffened for conflict and
conquest. They were years of enduring and of hardness.
All this time, notwithstanding that the ceremonial trappings of his Church life had been, if not
torn away, at all events considerably loosened — the buttons coming off, as Carlyle would have
put it — there still remained with him a haunting sense of superiority or separateness as a minister
which was a constant embarrassment. As he himself said, it was a long while before he could
divest himself of his white tie and his black clothes, and his umbrella, and come right down to
the common people as one of themselves.
What was substantially the same difficulty in other aspects of his own work and experience
appeared again and again during the earliest developments of The Army. I remember his
addressing on one occasion a congregation of twelve hundred or so at Whitechapel, the large
majority of those present being utterly godless, many of them openly vicious. He was making
only the most trifling impression, do what he would. But when presently he called upon an old
man — a kind of gipsy hawker, who was converted from a life of open wickedness a few weeks
before — to speak after him, a wonderful impression upon the throng was created by that man’s
words, bungling as no doubt they were. He saw it and felt it, and he said to me afterwards,
‘Willie, I shall have to burn all those old sermons of mine, and go in for the gipsy’s.’ And yet
those ‘old sermons,’ or old swords, as we might well call them, had done wonderful execution in
the former days, and he was not a little attached to them. But he found, as he wrote later on,
‘that ordinary working-men in their corduroys and bowler hats could command attention from
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their own class which was refused point-blank to me with my theological terms and superior
knowledge.’ Thus in the methods of The Salvation Army, as they gradually took shape, there was
so much that was contrary to his preconceived notions, that perhaps the greatest struggle of all
in the making of The Army was the struggle within himself.
To a large extent Catherine Booth was under the same influences, but with her the conflict was
rather in the intellectual than in the ecclesiastical arena. She had in those early days no little
difficulty, for instance, in reconciling herself to the employment of young and untrained minds
to convey the great messages of divine things. Should she approve or disapprove when it was
proposed to call simple and ignorant people away from their homes, impose upon them a rather
stern discipline, and involve them in a wandering life of poverty in order that they might minister
of the sacred things to the multitude? What advice was she to give when servant girls and
'prentice lads seemed to be manifestly shaping for leadership? She went through no small
measure of humbling in realizing that, after all, these rough and untutored spirits might be
chosen vessels of Ministering Grace, worthy to take their places beside her more carefully
prepared and more precious earthenware.
But with her, as well as with him, these traditions and hesitations, so natural, nay, so honourable
in them both, were overcome by the tremendous passion for souls which possessed them, and
especially for the souls to whom, if they did not actually antagonize them, the Churches made
little or no appeal. Here, and in their delightful humility, was the true secret of their emancipation
from many clinging prejudices. In their burning love for men, the bonds which during twenty
years had been wound round them were destroyed. Love — love for humanity — found a way.
It routed, at last, all the fastidiousness alike of temperament, association, and habit. The more
degraded, the more vicious, the more distant and stubborn the people, the more fiery became
their own zeal, the more steady their own pursuit until they were won. William Booth at this time,
let it be remembered, was not a young fellow of twenty-five embarking in a youthful spirit of
enterprise on new adventures. He was forty and mature.
The growth of The Army brought also struggles of another kind. His contemporaries never
realized — will posterity realize? — how often William Booth had to do violence to himself.
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Consider, for example, the government of the Organization, and his place in it. It was not that
he wanted to be an autocrat. All his predispositions were the other way. Yet from the earliest
days of the East End Mission there was, I think, always before him the idea that soon or later —
no matter how reluctant he might feel when the time came - he would have to take control of
everything. I am sometimes asked how it was that for the first thirteen or fourteen years of our
existence we made comparatively so little impression. I honestly think that the reason was that
the Founder, after the first two or three years, hesitate chiefly on account of his previous notions
of Church government, to take the lead. He was still in thought — or in attitude of mind — a
good deal of a Methodist. And although later in life the influences of his early years in Church of
England were clearly seen, he would still say 'there is one God, and John Wesley is His prophet.'
He had always in his ears an echo of the impact which Methodism had made upon the world. It
was only natural that John Wesley's example should influence him. He felt himself as time went
on to be placed in circumstances in many important respects similar to those in which Wesley
had ultimately been placed, and his position was very like Wesley's in one respect at least, that
people would come to him and say, 'Take us under your care. We have loosed our anchors.'
For some time he held back from taking this absolute control. It was not only the natural
diffidence of a refined spirit which held him back; the habits and training of his previous life were
against such a course. We had for some years, for regulating the local work, the usual
organization of Elders and other meetings composed of selected officials of the different
societies, and in the middle of the seventies there came into existence a governing body known
as the Annual Conference, with which the Founder freely shared his authority and in a less degree
his responsibility. But the Conference failed, obviously and palpably failed, as 'government by
talk' generally fails, and there came at length a time when he went the whole length in the
direction of what has often been called his autocracy. The immediate crisis which led to this
change, so long seen to be approaching, was the expressed dissatisfaction of many of his most
effective helpers. They came to him, and said plainly, ‘We gave our lives up to work under you,
and those you should appoint, rather than under one another.' 'Very well,' he answered, let it be
so,' and took up the burden. Much, if not all the pressure of his previous training had to be
shaken off. It took him twelve years to reach that position, and even then there remained an
instinctive shrinking from much that was involved. On one of the first occasions on which the title
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'General WILLIAM Booth' was used in print he ringed the first word in the proof and returned it
with a note at the side, 'Cannot this form be altered? It looks too pretentious!' And yet, side by
side with this natural shyness, there was, at any rate after the first few years, the most determined
and absolute dedication of all his powers to make known the Saviour of the world, and the utmost
readiness to be made a spectacle — if need be a derided spectacle — for men and angels, if
only he could attract attention to the Lamb of God.
When he assumed the entire control of the work, he had of course but the faintest idea of the
possibilities which time has shown were before us. But even so the question as to what form the
Organization should take immediately became a serious one. No one desired to build without a
plan, still less to build without sufficient foundation, and least of all to build without some
reasonable prospect of permanence. A system of government must be decided upon. When it
came to making a choice in that matter he conceived himself to be perfectly untrammelled as
regards the various Church systems already in existence. So far as he could see no particular
theory of a Church and no particular form of Church government could find any support either
direct or indirect in the teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ. This being so, he felt that he was free
to adopt that modified form of militarism which has proved so practical for our great purposes,
and is seen to be so effective in The Army of today.
But it must not be supposed that this was determined upon without great searchings of heart
and humbling of spirit, nor without doing considerable violence to his own feelings. He, of all
people, had no ambition to be a Pope! He did not desire to make a new sect. Indeed, neither
he nor any of us who were associated with him had any such thought. We were, of course, as the
work prospered, assailed on that point both by friends and foes, but it was not difficult to answer
that we were as far as could be from a sect, as ordinarily understood. It was not a Church after
the fashion of the Churches but an Army that was aimed at — and which, thank God, is still aimed
at. That is, a force as real, as active, as self-sacrificing and as much under control for soul-winning
as the ordinary military armies are for slaughter and destruction.
Writing on this matter, which continued for years a tender point with the Founder, I find
Commissioner Railton, saying, and his words come home to some of us even today:
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‘But this is making a denomination — a new sect. Well, and supposing it is. Is there any harm in
doing so? Is there not a need for just such a 'sect' in many a city and town of this kingdom, where
no such work is being done amongst the masses? But we deny that we are in any proper sense
a sect. We refuse to settle down into places of worship such as might be agreeable to our people
and their families, but insist upon the open-air stand and the place of amusement, where there
may be little comfort, but where the most good may be done. We refuse to allow our Officers to
stay very long in any one place, lest they or the people should sink into the relationship of pastor
and flock, and look to their mutual enjoyment and advantage rather than to the Salvation of
others. The whole Army is kept in its course by the direction of one controlling will.... We refuse
utterly to allow of any authoritative assembly, committee, church meeting, or any other
representative or popular gathering, except purely for the purpose of auditing finance and
accepting and confirming and arranging for the execution of the plans which have been tried
and proved most calculated to promote the common object. We are not and will not be made a
sect. We are an Army of Soldiers of Christ, organized as perfectly as we have been able to
accomplish, seeking no Church status, avoiding as we would the plague every denominational
rut, in order perpetually to reach more and more of those who lie outside every Church boundary.
Owing to our adherence to this military system, we are losing almost every year Officers who,
having lost their first love, begin to hanker after the rights, privileges,' 'comforts, teaching,' or '
respectability of the Churches.’
And there came to be something of the same freedom from the trammels of the past in the
relation of many methods of The Army to its inner spirit. This, again, was seen first of all in the
Founders themselves. They came to understand in a marvellous way the power of external
impression on the people, and the influence which it could exert in favour of religion and
righteousness. Holding back somewhat in the early years from the sensational and broadly
emotional, they came at last to accept every lawful thing which would arrest the divided attention
or seize for God the imagination of the crowd. The employment of music was one example of
this. The Churches, from Rome and onwards, used instrumental music of some kind. But they
first, since the days of the Israelites, brought the trumpets and cymbals and drums out into the
highways and market places of the world. They put the ‘secular’ music to sacred uses, and made
the ‘sacred’ music more sacred still! Ours is the marching Chorus, the bivouacking Choir, the
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peripatetic Organ! How well that this should have been done! What a message of hope and
peace, what a call to higher things The Army musicians have brought to the people!
The employment of untrained and often very uncouth and ignorant converts to do the work of
calling their former associates to Christ, and to do it in their own free and easy way, was another
instance of this same principle of being 'all things to all men' that by any means they might save
some. They saw that the mighty change produced by Salvation and the whole outcome of that
change, including emotion and sanctified passion, could be employed for the spread of Christ's
Kingdom.
In the preface to his remarkable book 'Broken Earthenware,' Harold Begbie says:
Does one expect a man whose entire being has suffered so great, so pervasive, so cataclysmic a
change, to walk sedately, to measure his words, to take the temperature of his enthusiasm and
feel the pulse of his transport? The enchanted felicity which sends this man singing and marching
into the slums is not only the token of the miracle in himself, but is the magic, as my book shows
over and over again, which draws unhappy and dejected souls to make surrender of their sin and
wretchedness. Does not Christ speak of a sinner's repentance actually increasing the joy of
Heaven?
And there is a profound truth in Professor Seeley's words:
No heart is pure that is not passionate,
No virtue is safe that is not enthusiastic!
Yes, but with all this, definite and distinctive and effective as it was and is, there was no
depending on it or on kindred influences or activities for spiritual results. Our religion works by
regeneration, not merely by impression; by life rather than by movement; by the incoming of
God, not merely by worshipping Him or by building up a kind of likeness to Him.'
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The purpose, deliberate and persistent, to make an impression by external means, was there
with the Founders and is with The Army, but always as a subordinate aim, merely as a way
towards the great end. The Army has ever set out to awaken and move the spirits of men, striving
to stir by any means the slothful, the sensual, the willful, and ready to employ every kind of
measure which will serve to do that work. But in that work we have ever recognized that only the
Holy Spirit can quicken the spirits we long to save, can bring them to that Holiness which they
were made to manifest, were destined to enjoy.
And so, as 'the buttons came off,' and more and more a holy liberty spread its influence in the
Founders' lives, and from them to us, there was more and more seen the power of a Living
Saviour working among the peoples, a Saviour strong to deliver, mighty to save, almighty to
create and renew, our ever-present Keeper, our all-satisfying Food.
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